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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a modified Galerkin approximation for two-point boundary value problems of divergence type: 
-(d/&)(a(x)du/dx) + c(x)u = f(x), 0 < x < 1. Then a linear finite element approximation of the fourth order at mesh 
nodes is obtained and proved. For the case that a(x) is singular, this method combined with a special finite element 
space (cf. Marchuk, 1982; Osborn, 1993) also gives us a fourth-order approximation at the mesh nodes. Some numerical 
comparisons for this method are given for a(x) being both smooth and singular. 
Keywords: Weak formulation; Piecewise linear finite element; Special finite element; Singularity 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following two-point boundary value problems of divergence type: 
-& u(x): + c(x)u = f(x) ( > WA I>, 
u(0) = u( 1) = 0, (1.1) 
where we first assume that a(x) 2 a0 > O,c(x) > 0. We also assume the existence of a smooth 
solution U(X) (say u(x) E C4[0, 11) of Eqs. (l.l), assuming certain smoothness of a(x),c(x) and f(x). 
The Galerkin finite element approximation is: find uh E 6, a certain finite element space, satisfying 
J '[LZ(X)U;ZI; + C(X)U#,,] dx = i’j-(x)u, dx vuh E G. (1.2) 0
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If V, is chosen as a linear finite element space, it is well-known (cf. [l, 8, lo]) that 
II@) - @)(l,p + hlu(x) - %(X)(l,p = O(h2), 1 G P d 00, (1.3) 
where 1. Il,p denotes the seminorm of W’,P(O, 1) and (1. (I,p denotes the norm of LP(O, 1). If a more 
accurate approximation of the solution of Eqs. (1 .l ) is desired, one possibility is to refine the mesh 
size or use another finite element space of higher degree polynomial. (It should be mentioned that 
for many special cases of a(x) and c(x), the linear finite element solution uh has superconvergence 
at the mesh nodes; cf. [6, lo]). The second possibility is to use some special techniques such as 
extrapolation (cf. [2, 5, 6, 9]), for example, to improve the accuracy of the linear finite element 
solution of ( 1.2) at the mesh nodes as has been done by using finite difference schemes (cf. [4, 6, 
71). The former needs more freedoms which could result in a discrete matrix of larger bandwidth 
and matrix size, and increase the computation complexity. The latter - the extrapolation - needs 
to solve the problem (1.2) twice on both coarse and fine grids. However, we have found that we 
can get a linear finite element approximation of the fourth order at the mesh nodes by solving the 
following weak formulation problem. That is, find iih E & such that 
J ‘t Ui$,U; + &huh) dx - h2 12 J 0 ’ (-6%; + &h)(-dul, + cu,,) dx 0 44 
=J1j-ohdx-; 0 J’~(-~‘V~+CDh)dx 0 4x> v)UhEK. (1.4) 
Eq. ( 1.4) is obtained by supplementing ( 1.2) with a couple of second-order perturbations. In this way 
we do not destroy the symmetric, positive-definite and tridiagonal properties of the discrete matrix, 
which are quite important for solving linear algebraic systems. In accordance with the purpose of this 
paper, we no longer discretize those integrals in (1.4) (as a result the formulation ( 1.4) corresponds 
to a certain finite difference scheme) and we leave the discretization problem of integrals up to the 
reader. In Section 2 we shall prove those perturbations in (1.4) do not increase the error orders 
of the linear finite element solution under U’(O, 1 )-norms and W’,P(O, 1 )-seminorms, 1 d p < CQ in 
(1.3). But they do increase the accuracy of the linear finite element approximation i& at the mesh 
nodes from the second order to the fourth order. We also extend this kind of technique to the case 
where a(x) has a certain singularity, for which a special finite element space (cf. [6, 81) is used, 
in Section 3. Our computations in Section 4 show that this is a useful technique, especially for 
the case where the mesh size h cannot be taken too small as often occurs in the large industrial 
computation. 
2. The main remark 
We first introduce some notations used in this section. Let 0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < xN = 1 be 
a uniform partition, h = l/N, & denote the piecewise linear finite element space, I/.]] r,P be the 
norm of W’,p(O, l), If(x) =max,, I_#&) I. atu,u) = &r[ a x u’u’ + c(x)uu] dx. C always denotes a ( ) 
constant independent of h throughout this paper. Then we have the following global error estimate 
for the linear finite element approximation iih of the modified weak formulation (1.4). 
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Proposition 1. Assume that u E FV*J’(O, 1) is the solution of (l.l), Z’&(X) is the linear finite element 
solution of (1.4), a(x) E FV1*Oo(O, l), c(x) EL~(O, 1) and f(x) E P(O, l), 1 < p d 00. Then 
IIu(x) - fih(x)ll,p + hlu(x) - G(x) 11,~ G Ch2, l<p,<oo. (2.1) 
Proof. From (1.4), it is easy to prove IIGhlll,P , < C, 1 < p < 03. Let uh be the linear finite element 
solution of (1.2). We have 
a(Gh - Uh, uh) = 
h* 
12 
s 
’ (-a’t$, + &h)( -a’!& + cvh ) 
a(x) 
dx 
hzo ’ f(x)Vh -- 
s 
-----dx k%,,E,$,. 
12 0 a(x) 
(2.2) 
Eq. (2.2) results in ((ilh - uh(( I,P d Ch2(l(iih((l,, + Ilfll,p) d Ch*, 1 d p d CO. Therefore, we have 
(2.1) by (2.2) and (1.3). 0 
To reach our goal, we also need the following expansion lemma which can be simply obtained 
through several integrations by parts (cf. [7, lo]). 
Lemma 1. Assume that q(x) E C4(~, /?) such that q(a) = q(p) = 0. Then 
.I 
B 
cp(x)dx= -; 
s 
B 
q”(x) dx + & 
where’p(x) = (x - c()*(/I Ix),, tz. = /I - a. 
s 
P 
p(x) cp’“‘(x) dx > (2.3) 
a 
Theorem 1. Assume that u(x) E C4(0, 1) is the solution of (l.l), i&,(x) is the linear finite element 
solution of (1.4) and, a(x) and c(x) are smooth. Then 
IU - iih(,m < Ch4. (2.4) 
Proof. For convenience, we define 
b(u, v) = 
s 
’ (-a’(x)u’ + c(x)u) 
(-a’(x)v’ + c(x)u) dx. 
0 44 
From a(u, U) = & f(x) u dx &I E HJ(O, 1 ), we have the following identity: 
h* 
= U(U - U’, uh) + j.j b(fih, uh) 
_ E 
s 12 0 
’ f(x)(-a’(xki + dx)uh) dx vuh E v 
44 
h> (2.5) 
where u’ is the linear interpolation of u in fi. Using Lemma 1, integration by parts and ]]u - u’ ]I ,2= 
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O(h'), we have 
a(u - d, Uh) = 5 sxl [u(x)(u - u’)‘ul, + c(x)(u - J)Uh] dx 
i=l XI-1 
= (u - d)[-u’(x)u; + c(x)uh] dx 
= - ; $ s’ {(u - d)“(-u’(x)u; + c(x)uh)} dx + Ii 
z=l xi-1 
h2 N xi 
=-- 
CJ l2 i=l x,-l 
u”( -u’(x)v(, + c(x)uh) dx + II 
l _m>ww; + 4xh) 
a(x) 
(2.6) 
where 1111 < Ch411uhlll,2. W e a so 1 h ave u(u’,uh) = Ji f(x)~)hdx + I2 and 1121 < Ch211uhlll,2 for any 
uh E I$ by (2.6). Thus, [a(~& - u’,uh)] < Ch211uh111,2 for any uh E V, by (1.4). So ]]iih - uz]]1,2 d Ch’. 
Using the same argument as (2.6) and integration by parts, we have Ib(ul - u, uh)l < Ch2 II uh II 1,2 for 
any oh E I’$. Therefore, we have Ib(iih-U,t$,)( < Ch211 11 uh ,2 f or any uh E ?$. With (2.5) and (2.6), we 
have ]a(& - ul,uh)] d Ch411uh/ll,2 for any uh E I$. So I(& - u~]]~,~ < Ch4. Thus, we know that (2.4) 
holds by Poincare’s inequality. 0 
If we define that 
uh(xi+l> - uh(xi-1) 
z(S)= 2h 
for every uh E V,, we also have the second-order superconvergence of the derivative of the linear finite 
element solution i& of (1.4) on the mesh nodes since du’/dx = (du/dx)(xi) + 0(h2) for u E C3[0, l] 
(i.e. ]d&/dx - du/dx(,, d Ch2). If the coefficient u(x) is not smooth enough but u(x)c(x) is, we 
can use a transformation to remove the nonsmoothness from the left-hand side of Eqs. ( 1.1) since 
we do not require any strong smoothness on f(x) in our result. 
It should be mentioned that the same result as Theorem 1 for the linear finite element approxi- 
mation of the first equation of (1.1) with the Neumann boundary conditions holds when C(x) > 0 
for every x E [0, 11. The same result also holds for the mixed boundary conditions u(O) + M(O) = 
u( 1) + du’( 1) = 0 when the second-order perturbation 
h2 
-- 
s 
_ 1” 
12 0 
’ (-di$ + &h)(-duf, + cub) dx 
a(x) 
and J 12 0 ’ f(-a’u; + cub) dx 4x> 
is, respectively, added to the left- and right-hand side of the standard weak formulation as in (1.4). 
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One can also consider nondivergence type equation 
-g + b(x)E +c(x)u = f(x) in (0,l). 
Then we still have the same result if we solve an appropriate modified weak formulation problem 
rather than the usual weak formulation problem. But the modified weak formulation is a little more 
complicated than (1.4) is. Under this case, we need to put the second-order perturbation, 
-g /‘(b(x)u; + c(x)uh)( -b(x)vk + (c(x) - b’(x))ah) dx and 
0 
-; o1 f(X)(-b(X)u; +(4X) - b(X)h)dX, 
s 
respectively to the left- and right-hand side of the standard weak formulation as in (1.4). 
3. Singular case 
In this section we use the previous technique to handle the case where a(x) has a weak singularity. 
That is, a(x) 2 0 but Jb’ l/a(x) dx < + co. A particular example is 
This 
a(x) = ~“a,@); c(x) = x’cr(x) where 0 < CJ d 1, 
Q(X) > a0 > 0. (3.1) 
kind of the problems arises in the study of the generalized axially symmetric potential (cf. [9]). 
In [9], Schreiber has discussed the Ritz-Galerkin approximation of problems (1.1) with (3.1) by a 
spline or L-spline finite element space and a kind of nonuniform (p mesh) partition. The optimal 
error estimates for such finite element solution have been obtained under the energy norm. We here 
use the fact that any transformation does not change the norm / . 1,m except that the grid is changed to 
a new grid. We treat the problem (1.1) with (3.1) with a special finite element space, which has been 
studied in [6, 81, based on the transformation X= Jo” l/u(x) dx. The most difficult part of problem 
(1.1) with (3.1) in numerical approach is the singular part of a(x). Therefore, we replace a(x) by its 
singular part x”/( 1 - o) in above transformation (i.e., we choose the transformation .?=xl--O). Once 
again we assume that the solution of ( 1.1) with (3.1) is smooth after the transformation. We choose 
a partition Xi=(i/N)‘, i=O, 1,. . . ,N. r9=1/(1 - D) (i.e. /I=19 in [9]; also cf. [6, 71). Let h=l/N 
and the trial base functions IG;:(x) be 
xl-o - x; -O/h, xE(xi-,,Xi) 
&(x)= x:G’ -x1-‘/h, x E (x~,x~+~) (i= 1,. . . ,N - 1). (3.2) 
0, otherwise. 
Let the finite element space G be 
N-l 
~hEC”[O,l]; fib= Cdih(X); diER,i=l,...,N - 1 
i=l 
(3.3) 
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Instead of solving the variational problem (1.4), we now solve the following variational problem. 
Find &(x)E G such that 
(3.4) 
We again introduce some notation before we state our result involving the finite element solution 
of (3.4). We say u( 2) E W k,P if dju(X)/d$ E LJ’ with respect to X for j=O, 1,. . . , k. This is equiv- 
alent to u(x)E Wk** under the weighted derivative d/dxdgfxx”d/dx and measure C’dx (cf. [8, 93). 
Let U( X)=u( ~l/(l-a)), ,( jj)=fih( ~l/(l-u)), ai( x)zai( iliC1-‘)), Ci( 2)’ ~2a/(1--cr),C1( f1/(1-u)), fi( jj) 
= ,N-6) f(T 1’(1-a)). Then we have 
Theorem 2. Assume that iil( X) E W’,* and E,(Z),J;(~)ELP, 1 <p<o~ Then 
(1 ii(;r(X) Ij,p +hIu(x)-~(x)I,,pdCh2, ldpdoo. 
Moreover, if zi( X) E C4[0, l] and Gl( X), El (2) are smooth, then 
I u(x)- Gztx) lop, G Ch4, 
lx” (g(x) - z(x)) / d Ch*. 
,m 
Proof. Under the transformation X=X’-“, we have the relationship x”du/dx = ( 1 - a)dzi/dZ between 
the new and old variables. Then the problem (1.1) with (3.1) is equivalent to 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
On the other hand, the weak formulation (1.2) with (3.1) is equivalent to 
Ji[(l -a)‘o,(x)u’a’+E,(x)uv]dx=S’f;(x)8dx V’VM;. 
0 0 
The old partition now is changed to a uniform partition under the new coordinate and the finite 
element space & is changed to the piecewise linear finite element space with respect to the new 
variable X. The modified weak formulation (3.4) is equivalent to (1.4) under the new variable X. 
Thus, theorem 2 follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1. 0 
Generally, one can use the transformation X= Jo” l/a(x) dx to transfer the singularities of the 
coefficient a(x) to the right-hand side of the Eq. (1.1) for the nonsmooth function a(x). The modified 
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weak formulation (similar to (1.4)) should be 
where 6 is an appropriate finite element space with respect to the transformation X= Jt l/a(x)dx 
and the piecewise linear finite element space (cf. [6-81). One also can consider nondivergence-type 
equations in the same way as we did in Section 2. 
4. Numerical tests 
In this section, we show some numerical test results we have done for comparing this method 
with some other methods such as the standard Galerkin method and extrapolation. In our first test 
we take a(x)=1,c(x)=l and the solution u(x)= sin(xx) of 1.1). We took 1r=3.141592653 in our 
computations. We choose the uniform partition and the piecewise linear finite element space. The 
computation results are given by Table 1, where uh denotes the linear finite element solution of 
(1.2), fib denotes the approximate solution after extrapolation and iih denotes the linear finite element 
approximate solution of the modified problem (1.4). We also use same notations in Tables 2 and 3. 
The numerical results in Table 1 match the result in Theorem 1. Our computation also shows that 
only when h = &, the linear finite element solution of (1.2) could obtain almost same accuracy 
on those nodes when h= & as the apprximate solutions of the modified problem (1.4) and after 
extrapolation have when h= A. Our computation also shows that the modified method would lose 
the power (so does the extrapolation) and would even affect accuracy negatively when h becomes 
smaller and smaller. There are several reasons for such a phenomenon. The main reason is due to 
machine epsilons (errors). All of our computations are performed on SPARC-10 sun station which 
sometimes may have a machine error as large as 10p7. We have also tested the accuracies of the 
derivatives of the approximate solutions of all three methods but they have almost same order of 
the convergence. Our computation shows that we still have the same result even for a nonuniform 
Table 1 
Maximum errors on nodes 
Galerkin method Extrapolation Modified method 
N Iu - uh(,cc Order Iu - U^hl,m Order Iu - &I,ca Order 
4 0.4600. lo-’ 0.38 lo+’ 0.5029. 1o-4 0.71~10+’ 0.1742. 1O-3 0.62.10+’ 
8 0.1174~10-~ 0.32.10+’ 0.1946. lo-’ 0.63.10+’ 0.1072. 1O-4 0.55~10+’ 
16 0.2950.10-3 o.29.10+’ o.1144.10-6 0.57 ’ lo+’ 0.6733. 1O-6 o.51.10+’ 
32 0.7385. 1o-4 0.27.10+’ 0.1075.10-8 o.59.10+’ 0.4812. lo-’ 0.48.10+’ 
64 0.1846. 1O-4 0.26.10+’ 0.6009.10-* 0.45 lo+’ 0.9082.10-* o.44.10+’ 
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Table 2 
Maximum errors of piecewise linear finite element 
N 16 32 64 128 256 512 
(U - uh/,m 0.7567.10+oo 0.5784.10f00 0.4315.10f00 0.3166.10+oo 0.2284.10+oo 0.1560.10+W 
Order o.lo~lo+oo o.15.10+oo 0.20. lo+OO 0.23.10+oo 0.27.10+oo 0.30. lo+OO 
Table 3 
Maximum errors of the special finite element on nodes 
Galerkin method Extrapolation Modified method 
N Iu - Wl,m Order /a - &zl,m Order Iu - &I,00 Order 
4 0.2036. 10-l 0.28.10+’ 0.2209.10-3 0.60.10+’ 0.6712.10-3 0.59.1o+r 
8 0.5200.10-2 0.25.10+’ 0.1362.10-4 o.54.10+’ 0.4189.10-4 o.51.10+’ 
16 o.1307.10-2 0.23.10+’ 0.1018.10-5 o.49.10+’ 0.2804.10-5 o.47.10+’ 
32 0.3271.10-3 0.23.10+’ 0.2209.10-6 0.44.10f’ 0.3368.10@ o.43.10+’ 
partition (we choose xi = (i/N)2) when we put the second-order perturbation 
(-a%; + Ciih) 
a(x) 
(-a’~; + ah) dx 
and 
f(-a’uh + cub) 
44 
dx, hi=xi -~i_l, 
respectively to the left- and right-hand side of the weak formulation ( 1.2) as in (1.4). Sometimes only 
approximate values of the solution of ( 1.1) at a few points are needed by engineers. The modified 
method ( I .4) could provide a quick way to get high accurate approximations of the solution of ( 1.1) 
at those points. 
In our second numerical test for the problem ( 1.1) with (3.1), we take a(x) = 4x’j2( 1 +x), c(x) =x112 
(similar to what had been discussed by Osborn [S]) and the solution U(X)= 5 sin(rrx1i2) of (1.1). The 
computation result for the piecewise linear finite element solution of (1.2) is given in Table 2. The 
numerical result obtained in Table 2 almost matches the order h - ’ ‘I2 (h”2) obtained by Jamet [3] 
using a finite difference scheme. If we use the special finite element space introduced in Section 3 
by the transformation X=x ‘I2 then the maximum error of the Galerkin solution of (1.2) on the mesh , 
nodes has the order 2. After we use the extrapolation and we solve the modified weak formulation 
problem (3.4), then we obtain the fourth-order approximate solution on the mesh nodes. Those 
computation results are given in Table 3. Some similar results have been obtained by Schreiber [9] 
using a L-spline finite space. 
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